
 

Summer Reading Assignment 1 

Monster  

Non-Honors English 10 for Monster by Walter Dean Myers 

Summer Reading Assignment – Hamilton High School 
 

Selection:   Monster by Walter Dean Myers  

 

Rationale:   This work contain the elements of persuasion, expository, and narration and will serve as a bridge 

between the narrative and expository focus of English 9 and the literary analysis and persuasive 

expository focus of English 10  

 

Objectives:  To read and respond to the work in its entirety 

To understand how a writer uses language to create message and meaning 

 

Assignment: Reading:  It is recommended that students purchase a copy of the book..  This will provide an 

opportunity for annotation and allow students to begin building their own libraries. 

Writing:  Students will be required to respond to questions related to the book.  The assignment 

will be scored using a rubric below. 

 

Specific Essay Instructions for answering essay questions 

 MLA formatting 

 Appropriate and relevant text citations and references 

 50-100 words, each response  

 Less than 10% summary—stick to analysis 

 Upload to turnitin.com (as one document, upon return and registration in your new class) 

 

Note:  The questions are designed to guide the reader through the entire novel, and the student should be prepared to 

discuss each question in a Socratic forum.  But, not all questions need written responses.  The student may choose to 

respond in writing to either the odd numbered questions or the even numbered questions.   
 

Guiding Questions:  Monster 

    

1. Steve Harmon’s defense attorney, Kathy O’Brien says she wants to make her client look like “a human being in 

the eyes of the jury” (p. 16) in contrast to the “monsters” who the assistant district attorney claims are “willing to 

steal and to kill, people who disregard the right of others” (p.21). Why do you think Walter Dean Myers named 

his book Monster? 

2. Can you name a few of the novel’s scenes with Steve’s friends and family that work to show him as more human 

than monster? 

3. Monster is a novel written in a screenplay format with Steve’s journal entries mixed in throughout. Do you think 

this is an effective format for the book?  Why or why not? 

4. On page 82, Osvaldo Cruz says to Steve, “You ain’t got the heart to be nothing but a lame.”  He also testifies in 

court that to be in his gang, the Deablos, you have to cut someone’s face to “show you got the heart” (p. 107-108).  

What does “having the heart” mean in the context of Osvaldo’s world?  Is it a good thing or a bad thing that Steve 

is accused of not having it?  Do you think Steve wishes he had it? 

5. In Steve’s film workshop at Stuyvesant High School, his instructor Mr. Sawicki compares viewers of a film to a 

jury: “If you make your film predictable, they’ll make up their minds about it long before it’s over” (p. 19).  Did 

you make up your mind about Steve’s guilt or innocence before the book was over?  Did you ever change your 

mind…or start to wonder?  If so, when? 

6. On page 224, O’Brien asks Steve if he was in the drugstore on December 22, the day of the robbery.  He says no.  

But on page 140, Steve writes in his journal the he “walked into a drugstore to look for some mints, and then I 

walked out.”  Does that mean he lied under oath?  Does this make you question Steve’s innocence? 

7. On page 260, prosecutor Sandra Petrocelli says, “They are all equally guilty.  The one who grabbed the cigarettes, 

the one who wrestled for the gun, the one who checked the place to see if the coast was clear.”  Do you agree with 

that?  In your opinion, is it as bad to be a conspirator in a crime as it is to commit the actual crime?  Why or why 

not? 
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8. Why do you think the author feeds the reader pieces of information bit by bit, leaving Steve’s story to unfold 

slowly? 

9. Mr. Sawicki speaks highly of Steve, saying his film footage “speaks of a very deep character” (p. 236).  Steve 

writes on page 93, “I know that in my heart I am not a bad person.”  What do you think of Steve’s character based 

on his journal and the way he records the courtroom drama?  What mistakes do you think he made, if any?  How 

do you think his perspective on life changes after his arrest? 

10. Steve’s only hope in the trial is that the jury will see him differently than his peers.  Does his attorney see him 

differently from James King, Bobo, and Osvaldo?  Why does she refuse to hug him after he is acquitted?  How is 

he different?  Is he at all the same? 

11. When you read O’Brien’s final argument-and then Petrocelli’s final argument-both sides of Steve’s case become 

clear.  Would you have acquitted Steve if you were a juror in this trial? 

 

Assessment:  A range (90-100%) – Essay answers indicate critical and close reading, thoughtful engagement 

and analysis. Very few if any grammatical or formatting errors are present.  Academic voice is 

present.  All directions are followed.  Writing Level reaches 5/6 on AIMS rubric.   

 

B range (80-89%) – Essay answers predominantly critical and close reading, and mostly 

thoughtful engagement and analysis. Some, although few, grammatical or formatting errors may 

be present.  Academic voice is present.  All directions are followed.  Writing Level reaches 5/6 on 

AIMS rubric. 

 

C range (70-79%) – Essay answers indicate some critical and close reading and analysis, 

although understanding of the text may be tangential or superficial. Very few if any grammatical 

or formatting errors are present.  Academic voice is present.  All directions are followed. Writing 

Level 4/5 on AIMS rubric. 

 

D or F – (0-69%) These responses are not acceptable for AP-level work.  It is unclear whether 

the book was read, or understood.  Multiple errors in grammar, voice and formatting may be 

present.  Writing Level reaches a 3/4 on AIMS rubric. 

 

Due Date: The short essay questions are DUE in class (hard copy) and submission to turnitin.com the 

third week of school: Thursday / Friday, August 9 / 10, 2012. 

 

Connections: Ongoing reference and instruction will be tied to these books throughout the year.  IT IS 

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT YOU READ THE WORK IN ITS ENTIRETY. 

 

Note:   You are responsible for procuring a copy of the book. If you cannot buy one, it is available for 

check out from your English teacher or the public library.  We recommend you buy a copy if 

possible, as annotating is a helpful reading tool.  You might also use small post-it notes for 

annotating.   A copy of this assignment is available on-line at the Hamilton website: 

http://ww2.chandler.k12.az.us/hhs 

 

Questions?  (Please put “summer reading” in the subject line of your email) 

 

10
th

 Grade Teachers 

Grade Last First E-mail 

10 Buchanan Lucee buchanan.lucee@cusd80.com  

10 Faria Linda* faria.linda@cusd80.com 

10 Love Heather love.heather@cusd80.com  

10 Sofre Cheryl sofre.cheryl@cusd80.com  

10 Tincher Cheryl tincher.cheryl@cusd80.com  

*Denotes Grade-level Leader 
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